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Abstract-Renewable energy sources are a reliable alternative to the conventional energy sources. This 
paper presented a capable of expandable grid-connected distribution generation interconnection of 3 
phase 3 wire system for reactive power compensation. The proposed system not only, can control the 
active power flow but also mitigate the load unbalance and harmonics, and manage reactive power. All of 
these functions may be accomplished either individually or simultaneously. So the performing an active 
power balance by controlling the RES voltage level for the whole system. With the proposed approach, to 
shape the grid currents into sinusoidal currents in phase with the grid voltage waveforms and with an 
amplitude depending on the power available from renewable sources. On the other hand the load 
harmonics current will reduced by injecting into the alternating current system harmonic currents with 
an opposite phase. 

 Index Terms- Renewable Energy Sources (RES), Active Power Filter (APF), Power Quality (PQ), Grid 
Interconnection. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The load will be changed in nonlinearly then the reactive power compensation will be increased so the power 
system losses are increased. Due to this nonlinear loads the current harmonics are increases in the transmission 
lines, rotating machines, and transformers. Furthermore, harmonics and unbalance load causes the oscillatory 
torque in the sensitive equipment it's leading to malfunctions of the equipment’s, and also interference with 
communication circuits. So to overcome these harmonics current by using the  Active Power Filter(APF)  which 
have been successfully  developed [1],[2]. 

Resent days the fossil fuel is the major role in the energy generation, but its lead to a major environmental 
problems so to avoid these problems the mankind to look for alternative resources in power generation [3]. 
Interest in renewable energy is increasing due to concerns about global warming, air quality, and 
sustainability.Renewable energy source (RES) integrated at the distribution level is termed as distributed 
generation (DG) the current controlled  voltage source inverters are used to interface the intermittent RES in 
distributed system[4]. To perform the active power flow control there is no need of External hardware devices 
of the proposed method. The Renewable generating units with the active filter capability may play an important 
role in power quality management in future power systems. 
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                  Fig. 1. Block diagram of grid-connected DG interface. 

From these block diagram shown in fig. 1, the DG source are like as a solar(pv), wind and fuel cell, etc.  and the 
converter is a bipolar voltage source inverter and the nonlinear load. 

To interconnect the Distribution Generation(DG) units with the Active Power Filter(APF) capability and two 
separate controllers have been designed for the DG interface[5] wherein the Solar(PV) system can act as a solar 
power generator on sunny days and an APF on rainy days. An APF applications the reference current is 
generated by using less computation time and some stored coefficients if compared with those required by the 
DFT[6]. Conventional DGs are based on renewable energy sources require a power electronic converter to 
interfacing with the utility grid because the generated power is DC or has an AC frequency that is either non 
constant or higher than the grid frequency[7]. Based on local measurement and agent-based communication, the 
power electronic converters were designed to provide non-active power in addition to active power supply in 
order to compensate distorted current[8]. Using adaptive neural filtering for harmonic analysis, a single-phase 
DG system with active power filtering capability was devised for utility current harmonic compensation [9]. 
 
 A Z-source inverter-based flexible DG system was designed to improve grid power quality [10]. By 
successfully integrating power electronics converters and new generation technologies, the distributed 
generation has become more and more competitive against the conventional centralized system and attracted 
many customers from industrial, commercial, and residential sectors[11]. The integration of a positive and 
negative sequence SRF-PI controller of inverter output voltage has been proposed in[12]. Based on adaptive 
linear neuron control, the DG interface is utilized to control the active power flow, and to manage the reactive 
power of the power system[13]. The negative-sequence current compensation with a shunt converter has been 
presented in[14] and[15], and that with a series converter has been introduced in[16]. The repetitive control 
system has been proven to be a very effective and practical method dealing with periodic signals. Repetitive 
control has some similarities with iterative learning control[17]. 
 

II. GRID CONNECTED DG SYSTEM 

In this paper, the Distributed Generation(DG) is interconnected to the Three-Phase grid with the help of the 
Active Power Filter. The simple Three-Phase Grid connected DG interface is shown in fig. 2, where Isn(t) (n =a, 
b, c) and Vs are the grid  
 

 

Fig. 2. Typical three-phase grid-connected DG interface. 
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current, and voltage respectively, and Iun(t) (n = a, b, c) is the converter output current, and Iln(t) (n=a, b, c) is 
the load cuirrent.  
 
2.1 Non-Linear Load  
The nature of non-linear loads has to produce harmonics in the current waveform so the current waveform will 
be distorted and this distortion leads to distortion of the voltage waveform. For these conditions, the voltage 
waveform is no longer depends to the current. This load current contains all ODD harmonics. It is Can’t be 
categorized as leading or lagging Loads. If the load is considered as a non-linear load its impedance changes 
with the supply voltage. At the time of impedance changing that the current drawn by the non-linear load will 
not be sinusoidal even when it is connected to a sinusoidal voltage. This non-sinusoidal current contains the 
harmonic currents that will interact with an impedance of the power distribution system to create the voltage 
distortion that can affect both the loads connected to it and the distribution system equipment. Essentially very 
high inrush current (20 time of I Normal) at the time of starting. For examples of the non-linear loads are like as 
a Computers, laser printers, SMPS, TV, Rectifiers, Refrigerator, etc. 
 
2.3 Distribution Generation(DG) 
 Now a days the available level of the natural resources (coal, natural gases and oil, etc.) are reduced and also it 
is the major causes of the environmental pollutions. So we need to move an alternative sources of renewable 
sources for the power generation. Normally the renewable sources are solar, wind, hydro, fuel cells, etc. For this 
paper the solar (PV) and wind energy is used as a DG  In this paper, a unified control method is proposed for a 
simple three-phase DG interface with a series diode for preventing power reversal to transmit active power, 
mitigate load unbalance and harmonics, and compensate reactive power. So the DG can perform the two 
functions of power station and APF as simultaneously or either one. 
 
From fig. 2, the  diode is used to avoid the power reversal from the grid during the rainy days and When the DG 
source injects active power to the dc capacitor C, it will accumulate the dc voltage level, while the DG interface 
will maintain the voltage level by transmitting the active power to the grid. On the contrary, when there is no 
DG source, the DG interface will maintain the voltage level by absorbing power from the grid for acting as an 
APF. 

III SHUNT ACTIVE POWER FILTER 
 
In recent years, the power electronic converters are widely used in industrial and as well as domestic 
applications for the control of power flow. These converters take the advantages of  all the recent advances and 
improvements of power electronics;affect from the problem of drawing non-sinusoidal current and reactive 
power from the supply. Their contributions to the waveform distortion is of growing interest, and are 
responsible for different power quality problems, led to implementation of standards and guidelines such as 
IEEE-519. Active power filters(APFs) are researched and developed as a viable alternative over the 
conventional methods to solve these problems [1], [2]. The APF can compensate harmonics and reactive power 
requirement of the nonlinear load effectively. Presently, APFs are designed to absorb all of the harmonics 
generated and/or reactive power required by the load and make the source current sinusoidal. The size and cost 
of APF depends on harmonics and reactive power to be compensated. For this paper proposed a new control 
algorithm for shunt APF to compensate the  harmonics and reactive power requirement of nonlinear loads, and 
maintain similar distortion in the compensated current as present in the voltage. Therefore, the load behaves as a 
linear load, and the resultant source current will have the same waveform as that of the supply voltage. So that 
reactive power is completely compensated, and unity power factor (UPF) operation can be achieved. UPF 
operation also provides more effective reduction of voltage total harmonic distortion (THD) at network bus and 
lower harmonic losses. The proposed scheme provides an additional feature of compensation of either 
harmonics reduction, or the compensation of both harmonics and reactive power simultaneously. It’s  based on 
the desired capacity of the APF. It maintains similar distortion level as present in the voltage, thereby attributing 
the responsibility of the customer and utility at the point of common coupling (PCC). 
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3.1Mathematical Expressions 
The any non-sinusoidal signal can be expressed as a sum of sinusoidal signals of various frequencies. Based on 
this the utility voltage and current can be expressed as 
                      k 

          vs(t)=Ʃ Vn sin(wt+Ѳt)   (1)       

                     n=1           

                    
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the proposed shunt active power filter 
 
                           
 
                         k 

              iL(t)=Ʃ In sin(wt+Φt)   (2) 

                       n=1 

 where, vs(t) and iL(t)  are the instantaneous spply voltage and load current, Vn  and In  are the maximum value 
of nth-order voltage and current, Ѳn and Φ are the phase angle of nth-order voltage and current, and n is the 
order of harmonics. 

The reference current drawn from the source is the portion of the current, which retains the same level of 
distortion as of the voltage, at the same time accounts for the entire fundamental frequency component. The 
reference current should have the same graphical pattern of variation as the voltage. It might have a time leg or 
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lead, or may be in phase with the voltage, depending on either only harmonics or both reactive power and 
harmonics compensation capability. Thus, the fundamental frequency component of the load current (plus loss 
component, ILOSS)  will be equal to  the fundamental frequency component of the reference current for harmonic 
compensation, and  I1cosΦ1(plus ILOSS) for both harmonic and reactive power compensation. which can be 
mathematically expressed as follows   
 
For harmonic compensation 
                   k      

     is*(t)= Ʃ(I1/V1).Vn sin(nwt + Ѳn + n(Φ1-Ѳ1) 

               n=1 
      
        I1=I1+ILOSS ,  For n=1                 (3)      
For both harmonic and reactive power compensation 
                  k 

    is*(t) = Ʃ(I1/V1). Vn sin(nwt + Ѳn) 

              n=1  
     I1=I1 cos Φ1 + ILOSS ,  For n=1                 (4) 
 
where  is*(t) is the instantaneous value of the calculated reference current. The difference of reference and load 
current will flow from the APF and should be attributable to the customer. 

 
IV.HARMONIC CURRENT COMPENSATION BY SHUNT ACTIVE POWER FILTER 

 
 The fundamentals of APFs have already been explained in [1], [2], whereas only the major effect on current 
harmonic compensation with shunt active filters is shown here. A shunt APF can be seen as a controlled current 
source that injects a compensating current I on the basis of the load current IL, which is the input of a transfer 
function H. The harmonic current source (load) can be studied by its equivalent Norton circuit, which consists of 
an ideal current generator ILG with an in-parallel impedance ZHL, globally absorbing the load current IL. 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 4. Basic principle of Shunt Active Power Filter for a harmonic current source. 
 With the reference to Fig. 4, the following steady-satate  current equations at the coupling point can be written 
as follows: 
 

IS + I =IL      (5) 
 
I = HIL      (6) 
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from equation (5)&(6) the following equation can be derived: 
 

IS + HIL = IL    (7) 
 
IS = IL (1 − H)    (8) 
 
IL = (IS/1 – G)    (9) 

 
Similarly, the steady-state voltage equations are: 
 
    VS = ISZS + (IL − ILG)ZHL =  
                                ISZS + ((IS/(1-H)) -ILG)ZHL                    (10) 
which, on the basis of (8), can be rewritten as 
  

VS + ILGZHL = IS [ZG +(ZL/(1-H))]             (11) 
 
From (7), the line current as a function of the coupling point voltage and load current can be deduced as 
 

IS = [( ZHL / (ZS+(ZHL/(1-H))))ILG +  

                          (VS/(ZS+(ZHL/(1-H))))]                    (12) 
 

On the basis of (18), the load current as a function of the coupling point voltage and load current can be deduced 
as 
      

IL = [((ZHL/(1-H))/(ZS+(ZHL/(1-H))))ILG +  

                           (1/(1-H)(VS/(ZS+(ZHL/(1-H)))))]      (13) 
 
With regard to a generic harmonic of order h, if the following equation is satisfied: 
 

|ZHL / (1-H) |h >> |ZS|h    (14) 

 
Then, (5)-(7) yield the following: 
   
  I = ILh      (15) 
 

   ISh ≈  [|1-H| ILG + |(1-H) /(ZHL)| VS]h ≈ 0                  (16) 
 

           ILh = [ILG + (VS / ZHL) ]h        (17) 
 
 Equation (15) shows that the grid supplies a current IS which is almost sinusoidal if (13) is satisfied for each 
harmonic of order h. Therefore, (13) is the operating condition of the shunt active filter to cancel the load 
harmonic current. Looking at (13), it should be observed that only H is a design parameter of the filter, whereas 
ZHL and ZS are the system parameters. The capability of the APF to cancel the load current harmonics depends 
thus not only on the filter itself (H) but also by the load (ZHL) and source (ZS) parameters. However, if 
 

   |1 − H|h ≈ 0, 
 

The harmonic compensation capability is independent from the system impedances. On the contrary, if  
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|1 − H|h ≠ 0,  
 

the ratio |ZHL|/|ZS| must be taken into account. In the case of a current ideal load, then |ZHL| >> |ZS|, which is 
the case under study in this paper (single-phase bridge diode rectifier with a highly inductive load). Under this 
assumption, (12) can be rewritten, for each harmonic, as  
 

ISh =  [(1 − H)ILG]h .               (18) 

 
 This means that, for a pseudo ideal current load, the compensation characteristics of the APF does not depend 
on the source impedance ZS even if |1 − H|h ≠ 0, which is the real advantage of the active filter over the passive 
one.In the ideal case, transfer function H should equal zero for the fundamental harmonic and one for all other 
harmonics. In practice, values of 0.7 ≤ |H| ≤ 0.9 are acceptable for higher harmonics. Fig. 5 shows a set of 
curves representing the low frequency harmonic amplitudes of the line current, in percent of the fundamental of 
the load current (assumed to be a square waveform), versus the active filter gain for a fixed value of the ratio 
|ZHL|/|ZS| = 30. It shows that with H = 0, the harmonic content of the line current is obviously the greatest, and 
no current harmonic compensation occurs. According to (17), the higher the gain H, the lower the harmonic of 
the line current. When G approaches one, all the harmonics of the line current become close to zero, 
independently from the harmonic order and the ratio |ZHL|/|ZS|. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Percent harmonic current compensation versus active filter gain for ZHL/ZS = 30. 

    
 

Fig. 6. Percent third harmonic current compensation versus active filter gain for different values of ZHL/ZS. 
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 Fig. 6, shows that, for lower values of H there is a dependency of the third harmonic on the grid impedance. 
The higher the ratio |ZHL|/|ZS|, the lower this dependency as explained above.  For values of G close to one, the 
third harmonic amplitude is almost independent from the impedance ratio. 
 

 
V.SIMULATION RESULT 

 
The proposed APF was studied using simulation tools and advanced continuous simulation language (ACSL). 
Table I shows system parameters and load conditions under the unbalance.  

TABLE I 
SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

 
Line- to- neutral grid voltage 440v 
Grid frequency 50Hz 
Filter inductor 1mH 
IPM module PM15CSJ060 
Switching Frequency 15KHz 
DC Capacitor 6600µF 
Time constant for Low Pass Filter 0.06ms 
DG Voltage 0-360V 
DG Resistor 10Ω 
DC link voltage 1200V 

First consider the linear load condition at the time the following experimental result will be obtained, it’s shown 
in the fig. 7, and 8, from these graph when the load will be changed as linearly then the source side power flow 
will be linearly that is source side voltage and current is sinusoidal at the time the reactive power compensation 
is not required. 
 
And the capacitor will be charged for their maximum value. In here the capacitor value is set as 6600 micro 
farad. From these simulation result  we can analyse the system performance of the overall power  system 
network. 

        
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 
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(d) 

 
Fig. 7, APF response when the load is linear condition 

(a). R phase Grid Voltage, (b). R phase Grid current,  
(c).Y phase Grid current,    (d).DC link voltage. 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
Fig. 8, (a) Source voltage & current at linear load 

        (b) Load voltage &current at linear load 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 
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(c) 
 

 
(d) 

 
Fig. 9, APF response when the load is non-linear condition 

(a). R phase Grid Voltage, (b). R phase Grid current, 
   (c).Y phase Grid current,   (d).DC link voltage. 

  

 
(a) 

    
(b) 

 
Fig.10,  (a) Source voltage & current at linear load 
             (b) Load voltage &current at linear load 
 
 If consider the non-linear load condition at the time the following experimental result will be obtained, it’s 
shown in the fig. 9, and 10, from these graph when the load will be changed as non-linearly then the source side 
power flow will be non-linearly that is source side voltage and current is non-sinusoidal at the time the reactive 
power compensation is required. And the capacitor will be discharged for their minimum value. From these 
simulation result  we can analyse the system performance of the overall power  system network at non-linear 
load condition. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
 
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, an experimental setup was built and was tested under 
different conditions. The dc bus voltage has to be larger than the peak of the line to- line grid voltage, at the 
same time, it must be lower than the DG voltage VDG, and then the dc voltage Vr was set to 320V. The other 
parameters of the circuit are listed in Table I. A three phase rectifier fed a resistor in series with capacitor used 
as the nonlinear load and another resistor connected between A- and C-phase used as the unbalanced load. To 
demonstrate the proposed system as a power control station, an experiment was conducted. Fig. 7 and 8 shows 
performance of the DG interface with no local nonlinear load at VDG = 340V. It can be seen that the three-
phase grid currents were sinusoidal and in phase with the grid voltages.an experiment with unbalanced nonlinear 
loads and no DG was conducted. Fig. 9 and 10 shows the waveform and spectrum of local nonlinear load 
currents. The three-phase load currents were unbalanced.  
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
Fig. 11, (a). Power factor in source side at  Non-linear load condition. (b). THD analysis = 3.31% 

 
From fig. 11 shows The grid current produced an almost-unity power factor of 0.98, and its total harmonic 
distortion (THD) was about 3.31%. In order to illustrate the load balancing and harmonic compensation 
capability of the proposed system as an APF. 
 

 
(c) 

 

 
(d) 

 
Fig. 12, (a). Power factor in source side at  Linear load condition, (b). THD analysis =28.05%. 

 
 From fig 12. Shows The grid current produced an the power factor was 0.83 and THD was 28.05% and the 
power factor of overall system was 0.98. To demonstrate the DG interface with dual functions, another 
experiment was conducted. To demonstrate the dynamic response of the proposed system, the VDG was 
changed from 320 to 360V and there was no local load.  
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CONCLUSION 
 

A novel unified control method for the DG interface is proposed in this paper. The proposed method allows the 
utilization of DG to generate active power, eliminates harmonics, compensates reactive power, and mitigates 
load unbalance. Therefore, its multifunctional behaviour replaces the need for other power electronics 
compensators such as DSTATCOM to enhance the performance of the distribution networks. With this 
proposed approach, to shape the grid currents into sinusoidal currents in phase with the grid voltage waveforms 
and with an amplitude depending on the power available from renewable sources. On the other hand the load 
harmonics current will reduced by injecting into the alternating current system harmonic currents with an 
opposite phase. In this manner, controlling the dc voltage level can be equivalent to performing an active power 
balance for the whole system. 
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